WELCOME TO MA SPaCE @ LSAD

This MA is distinctive
in that;

It is focused on Social
Practice

It is delivered through
theory and practice

It is open to
practitioners of art
and design

It is also open to
experienced graduates
outside of the art and
design fields.

What is Social Practice?

Social Practice - it is an art and design practice that involves engagement with communities of interest.
Social Practice is embedded in broad social goals, networks and cultural practices. It requires the
democratization of the relationship between creative practitioner and community and a sharing of
‘expert’ and ‘lay’ knowledge. Social Practice involves the valuing of difference as well as the need for
shared understanding and agreement; it focuses on the skills, knowledge and understanding that
people have innately in their private, family, community and working lives.

What is The Creative Environment?
“Artistic research and development is intrinsically linked with the
changing role of the arts and artists in European societies. There is
a strong trend in arts practice to move away from the classic way
of looking at the artist, especially when operating in the public
domain. Performers, designers and visual artists play key roles in
interdisciplinary project teams. For instance curators, architects,
sociologists and urban planners and other specialist creatives work
in increasingly complex, often international environments.
As an integral and recognised part of these new ways of working,
artists, designers and performers increasingly need to be equipped
to shape new knowledge and to embed this into academic and
public domains.”
(The European League of Institutes of the Arts - Strategy Paper
May 2008)

What are Communities of Practice?
“Communities of practice are groups of people who share a concern
or a passion for something they do and learn how to do it better as
they interact regularly.”
“Communities of practice are formed by people who engage in a
process of collective learning in a shared domain of human endeavor:
a tribe learning to survive, a band of artists seeking new forms of
expression, a group of engineers working on similar problems, a
clique of pupils defining their identity in the school, a network of
surgeons exploring novel techniques, a gathering of first-time
managers helping each other cope.”
(Jean Lave, Etienne Wenger (1991) Situated Learning: legitimate
peripheral participation)
What are Communities of Interest?
“Communities of Interest are sectors of society which share common
goals and interests”
Jean Lave, Etienne Wenger (1991) Situated learning: legitimate
peripheral participation

The Course is composed
of 5 Modules
•

Module 1

•

Title: Critical Impulses; a Genealogy
of Social Practice
Credits: 20 Credits

•
•

This module examines some of the
critical impulses in social practice,
traced through historical and
contemporary moments. This
exploration helps students to situate
the critical impulses of their own
practice, and to confidently
articulate that position.
The module uses the metaphor of
field and map as a way to organise
knowledge and inquiry, sketching a
broad outline of the territory of
Social Practice for the purpose of
orientation.

The Course is composed
of 5 Modules
• Module 2
• Title: Voices From the Field
• Credits: 15 Credits
• Voice from the Field focuses on the
interactions of the creative practitioner
with broader community of practices. It
also explores research techniques and
methodologies relevant to postgraduate students. It introduces
graduates to the disciplines, practices,
languages and practices appropriated in
socially engaged art, and gives an
overview on the administrative, legal
and planning aspects of working within
defined space. It offers students the
chance to explore and analyse the
nature of experience, ethics and
vernacular exchange.

The Course is
composed of 5 Modules
• Module 3
• Title: Circuits of Dissemination
• Credits: 10 Credits
•

Circuits of Dissemination provides students with critical and
professional skills to bring their work to the attention of relevant
publics and to present their work professionally across different
media. Circuits for the promotion and distribution of work and
practice are considered, and strategies of dissemination, including
modes of documentation, the use of online platforms, social
media, publications and self-publication are explored. Students
will receive instruction in the use of technology and applications to
facilitate these undertakings. Live presentation methods will be
covered, with opportunities for students to develop their
presentation skills in a supportive peer-group context. The module
will provide the student with critical and professional skills to bring
their work to the attention of relevant publics and to present their
work professionally across different media.

The Course is
composed of 5 Modules
• Module 4
• Title: Mapping the Field of Social Practice
• Credits: 30 Credits
• Social Practice: Major Project. In this practice-based module
students are requested to apply their learning to date through
direct creative involvement in a social context. Each student will
establish a creative and critical relationship with a chosen social
context as a site for exchange, provocation, investigation or civic
engagement. Prior to this module, students are expected to
familiarise themselves with their student handbook which clearly
sets out the roles and responsibilities of all partners in the major
project. Students are requested to examine and employ the
theories and practices explored in earlier modules, in order to
conceptualise and structure a major self-directed project.

The Course is
composed of 5 Modules
• Module 5
• Title: Documentation: Critical Reflection
and Evaluation of Major Project
• Credits: 15 Credits
• Documentation: Critical Reflection and Evaluation of Major
Project relates to the documented reflection and evaluation of the
Major Project. Students will apply research methods covered in
Module 1, 2, 3 and 4. This reflection and evaluation will typically
use the format of an action project, where the
intervention/designed work/situation/collaborative piece or other
forms of project provokes a change which is then critically
evaluated by the student producing a reflective portfolio. Which
may include: a written text, a catalogue, reflective diaries, social
media formats of documentation, other documentary works,
including sound, image, video etc.

MA SPaCE Staff Profiles

EXTERNAL EXAMINER
TO MA SPaCE 2022-23
• Deirdre O’Mahony is a visual
artist whose practice is
informed by a deep interest in
rural sustainability, farming,
food security and rural/urban
relationships. For more than
two decades she has
investigated the political
ecology of rural places through
public engagement, archival
and moving image installation,
critical writing and cultural
production.

EXAMPLES OF VISITING
LECTURERS TO THE MA SPACE
PROGRAMME SINCE 2010
Claudia Eipeldauer
WochenKlausur (Austria)
The artist group WochenKlausur
develops concrete proposals
aimed at small, but nevertheless
effective improvements to
sociopolitical deficiencies.
Proceeding even further and
invariably translating these
proposals into action, artistic
creativity is no longer seen as a
formal act but as an intervention
into Society

Michael Fortune
(Ireland)
Working predominantly in film and
photography, much of his practice
revolves around the collection of
material - material which he
generates out of the relationships and
experiences he develops with the
people he encounters. Much of
Fortune’s work borrows from the
popular conventions of film, home
video, snap photography and the
printed media and his work can be
seen as growing out of a tradition of
social documentary and
anthropological film. He combines the
stand-alone idiosyncrasies of people
and incidents in everyday life, with
complex and visually careful and
contemplative treatments that
adeptly handle the aesthetics of
repetition, humour, obscurity,
strangeness and intimacy.

BASURAMA
(Madrid,
Spain)

SUPERFLUX
(UK/India)
Anab Jain is a designer with a
passion for creating
opportunities and building
tools that can lead us toward
new and desirable futures.
https://superflux.in/#

MA SPaCE ALUMNI
Deirdre Power.
Through social engagement my practice bridges
the intersection between civic authority and
communities needs whilst offering resources and
tools that help clarify our association to place. The
dialogue that is established with a variety of
agencies exposes the complexities and failures of
spatial planning and propels community’s
involvement in future decision-making.
Exhibitions include EVA, Kilkenny Arts Festival,
RHA, Triskel Art Centre and the National Self
Portrait Collection. Deirdre has received numerous
awards and residencies including the Mac Dowell
Colony Residency in New Hampshire, USA.

MA SPaCE Alumni
Joanna Hopkins is a visual artist
based between Mayo and Dublin.
She works in video, drawing, collage
& installation. Researching the brain,
the body, native plants, history &
personal stories, her work often
culminates in site specific video
installations.
Recent projects include Dublin City
University Artist in Residence 2020’21;

MA SPaCE Alumni
Julie Griffiths is a visual artist and textile designer
working within social practices of research, coproduction and para-curating, assembling translocal networks of co-creation. She is interested in
ecologies of place, belonging, migration and
encounter, focusing the themes of her work on the
rural location of her practice. She frequently
borrows tropes and understandings from the
domestic and eco sphere, using processes of
unlearning, slow-ness and critical cartography.
• Recent and ongoing works include, A Stitch in
Time (2021), a collectively produced embroidery,
testing understandings of evolving national
identity, conviviality and
accommodation; snail[S]pace, (Donegal, 2021) a
speculative culture house and residency for slow
and durational practice. She is a founder member
of Conjunction (2020), a pan-European, public art
curatorial collective.

MA SPaCE ALUMNI
Ciaran Nash's work spans
photography, installation, video and
performance. Ciaran he is explores
the language of protest movements
and the history of civil disobedience.
Nash has since exhibited nationally
and internationally. Select awards
include Irish Arts Council Travel
Bursaries in 2015 and 2017 and a
Limerick Arts Office artist residence
from 2017-’20. Currently working in
Kenya.

• Minimum Entry Requirements

MA SPaCE
F.A.Q

Candidates entering the course must have: A minimum
2.2 honours degree in their chosen Art, Design,
Humanities, and/or related fields of study e.g.
Architecture, New Media, the Performing Arts and MultiMedia
• Equivalent qualifications including the pre-NFQ NCEA
National Diploma. Applicants with equivalent
qualifications on the European and International
frameworks will also be considered. International
students must evidence a proficiency in English language.
• Candidates with prior experiential learning will be
considered for the MA SPACE programme. The work
of candidates with prior experiential learning is assessed
by an internal panel of experts to ascertain that the
candidate can operate at Level 9.
• All qualified candidates will be interviewed in order to
assess their interest in or previous experience in the area
of Social Practice, and their potential contribution to the
group dynamic

HOW MUCH WILL MA
SPaCE COST ME?
• European Student Fees: Total € 5,850
• This includes tuition fee and student
contribution fees
• Non-EU or International Student Fees: € 11,250
• This includes tuition fee and student
contribution fees

APPLICATIONS FOR 2022-23
EU and Irish applications should
be made before Thursday,
September 1st, 2022.
Non-EU applicants should apply
directly to the International Office
at LIT allowing plenty of time for
completing the visa process.
Non-EU applicants should
contact: International@LIT.ie

Visiting Lecturers to
MA SPaCE
• New York based Artist and Educator Pablo Helguera; N55 Danish Artistic Platform. Ultra
Red, Los Angeles, Berlin, New York, London, based Art Activist Group; Finish based
Collaborative Artist, founder member Complaints Choir, Oliver Kotcha- Kallenin; Basurama,
Madrid based Design Collective: Gareth Kennedy, Visual Artist;. Brian Flemming, The
Spectacle of Defiance and Hope; Gerard Byrne, Visual Artist; Yvonne Cullivan, Socially
Engaged Artist; Dr. Pauline Conroy, Sociologist; Owen Boss, Nua Productions Theatre
Company; Ailbhe Murphy, Collaborative Artist, founder of Vagabound Reviews and director
of CREATE Ireland ; Jesse Jones, Visual Artist; Paul Sullivan, Static Gallery Liverpool; John
Comisky,Theatre Director; Kaos Pilots, Danish Social Design; BikVanDerPol, Dutch
Collaborative Art Practice; Wochenklauser, Austrian Artist Collective; Superflux, UK/India
based Design Company; Gideon Koppel, UK based Film Maker; Dr. Adam de Eyto,
Sustainable Designer and Researcher; Sarah Browne, Artist; Sarah Tuck, Socially engaged
artist and researcher; Cliodhna Shaffrey, Independent Curator; Dr. Eileen Humphries,
Sociologist/Researcher; Caroline Campbell--‐ The Irish Visual Artists Rights Organisation
(IVARO); Phillip Delamere, Arts Office, Roscommon County Council;Dr. Luigina Ciolfi, UCC;
Rurairi O’Cuiv, Public Arts Office Dublin City Council; Liz Burns, Wexford Arts Officer; Maria
Brett, Arts in Health Artist; Mary McCarthy, Director Crawford Art Gallery, Cork; James
Blake Director Learning Hub Limerick; Noel Kelly, Director of Visual Artist Ireland;Kath
Gorman, Programme Manager, Cork Midsummer Festival; Pat Collins, Filmmaker; Eamonn
Maxwell, Lismore Castle Arts; Bronac Ferran, Sustainable Design, Royal College of Art;
Roddy Buchannan, Scottish Visual Artist; Jennifer Moroney Ward Citizen Advice Limerick;
Alan Phelan, Visual Artist; Anna McLeod, Visual Artist. John Paul Dowling, Graphic Designer;
ThinkPublic, UK based Collaborative Design Company; Gregory Schollette, New York based
educator and social activist; Anthony Haughey, social artist and educator; Tone Olaf
Neilsen, Danish based curator and activist: Sean Miller, Florida based artist.

